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--------------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract - In today’s time whether the office size is large or
small security is must. Most of the offices compromise their
security for some reason. Security as well as backup goes
hand in hand. The proposed system is combination of a LAN
network topology which will have security of the data flow
using MD5 which strong yet pocket friendly cryptography
method. The LAN network will also have a backup router
which will act as standby when the active router goes down
using Hot Standby Routing Protocol. This will provide
interruption free work.

The proposed system of small office network will have 4
departments for demonstration and ease purpose. The
figure above shows the Network design without backup
and security. The data flow is in its own format and Router
3 is backbone of the network which joins ISP and
departments. It needs a standby Router when it turns
down.
The security can be provided by doing encryption and
decryption of end to end data using Message Digest 5
which is one of the strongest Cryptography methods. The
hacker needs to spend & years to decode it which is not
feasible for anyone. Implementation of MD5 is quite
simple.

Keywords- LAN network topology, Router, switch, MD5,
backup protocol, HSRP.
1. INTRODUCTION

The redundancy is provided by a backup routing protocol
known as HSPR which will run in background and check
router status. If this Protocol didn’t exist gateways needs
to be added to each and every system which is again not
possible in any way. The further section will discuss MD5,
HSPR and its use in new system in great detail.

Small commercial offices also has their own confidential
files that needs to protected but the data flow is in original
which can be hacked and manipulated by anyone.

2. METHODOLOGY
Hot standby routing protocol is a Cisco proprietary. In this
we have active and standby concept.

Fig: 2.1 HSRP
Whichever router is run first with HSRP command will be
active other will be its standby. A virtual IP address is used
as Gateway for all end users. The standby router comes to
know that active router is alive by a constant ‘hello’ sent
every 3 seconds. If these 3 seconds are missed it will wait
for another 10 seconds and turns itself into active router.
The highest priority is checked in order to get the crown of
‘active’ router. The priority can be manipulated using few
commands.

Fig: 1.1 Typical Topology of small office
With security backup is needed to assure that when the
active router goes down by any reason it has a backup to
have an interruption free work without any data loss. The
proposed system is designed with a view of providing
backup as well as security for a LAN network Topology
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The data flow will be in form of MD5 format which will be
decrypted at end user. There are two routers connected in
between ISP and end user. They both will not be active but
only 1 will be in force and other will be backup. HSRP
protocol will be run on the interface facing end user on
each of these routers.
4. RESULTS
A. HSPR
After doing basic IP addressing and setting up routing
protocol ‘ping’ from PC1 to ISP Loopback interface is
given to check data flow or path.

Fig: 2.2 Message Digest 5
The MD5 message-digest algorithm is a widely used hash
function provides a 128-bit hash value. MD5 has been
deprecated for uses other than as a noncryptographic checksum to verify data integrity and detect
unintentional data corruption.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The designed topology is prototype with limited end
devices for demo purpose. IP addresses taken are simple.
The routers used are c3725 and switch is Ethernet switch.
After basic IP addressing the routing protocol used is RIP
version 2. Rip is run on all the protocols. In order to check
if the routing protocol works fine we have pinged a
loopback interface 1.1.1.1 created on ISP for testing
purpose.

Fig: 4.1 Testing from PC1 to Loopback
When the path is set all over topology HSPR needs to be
set on router 1 and 2 interfaces.

Fig: 4.2 Logs
As soon as HSRP commands are given to the first router it
consider himself as active one but as soon as router 2
comes in race highest priority wins. Here router 1 has
lesser priority than router 2 so it is a standby router.

Fig: 4.3 Logs
In order to check the status of the routers there is a
verification command ‘show standby’.

Fig: 3.1 The proposed network design
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Fig: 4.8 Encrypted data in MD5
5. CONCLUSION
This network topology can further be modified by using
advance cryptography and using biometric and AI
authentication. VRRP protocol can also be used whose
timer is less and faster than HSRP. Active and standby
Method can be avoided using Active-Active method which
is provided by IGP Protocol to give even faster result.
Authentication can be setup in individual routers and ports
so that no one manipulates the commands in global mode.

Fig 4.4 Router 2 verification
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Fig: 4.5 Router 1 verification.
This will show every detail likes priority, hell timer, MAC
address so on.

Fig: 4.6 Data Flow Path
B. MD5 python
Implementing MD5 using Python 3.

Fig: 4.7 Encrypting data using MD5
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